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NEW LEGISLATION



NEW LEGISLATION- NCAA



NEW LEGISLATION- NCAA
Effect of Proposal 2016-47

13.10.2.7 Photograph of Prospective Student-Athlete. It is 
permissible for an institution to photograph a prospective 
student-athlete during a campus visit to be used in the 
institution's permissible publicity and promotional activities (e.g., 
press release, media guide), but and the photograph 
may not be provided to the prospective student-athlete. [D]

Rationale: Removing the restriction on providing a photograph taken 
during a campus visit to the prospective student-athlete would make 
the publicity legislation consistent with the recruiting materials 
legislation. The recruiting materials legislation regarding size and 
other restrictions would continue to apply; however, the simple act of 
providing a photograph of the prospective student-athlete to the 
prospective student-athlete should not be considered publicity of his 
or her visit to campus.



NEW LEGISLATION- NCAA

Proposal 2016-47 Question & Answer

Q: May a prospect take a photograph that includes an 
enhancement or special effect (e.g., green screen)?
A: Yes, if the enhancement or special effect is a permanent 
or regular fixture.

Q: May an institutional staff member take a photograph of a 
prospect that is enhanced with special effects (e.g., green 
screen) to be used for permissible publicity after his or her 
commitment?
A: Yes, provided the photograph does not include a game 
day simulation or is used in a manner that violates the rules 
related to publicity of a prospect’s campus visit (e.g., 
release prior to commitment).



NEW LEGISLATION- NCAA
Proposal 2016- 47 Question & Answer
Q: May an institutional staff member take a photograph of a 
prospect on the field/court or in the locker room to be used 
for permissible publicity after his or her commitment?
A: Yes, provided the photograph does not include a game 
day simulation or is used in a manner that violates the rules 
related to publicity of a prospect’s campus visit (e.g., 
release prior to commitment).

Football is restricted to locker room and/or 
equipment room only.



NEW LEGISLATION- NCAA
Proposal 2016-47 Question & Answer
Q: What is a game day simulation?
A: Any activity that would normally be conducted 
on game day involving student-athletes.  Examples 
include:

1. Staged press conference
2. Running out of tunnel
3. Smoke machine
4. Announcing names over the PA system
5. Video board announcements
6. On field/court simulation of game activities
7. Staged action shots on the field/court



INDIVIDUAL ASSOCIATED WITH  
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETE



INDIVIDUAL ASSOCIATED WITH 
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETE
 What is an Individual Associated with a 

Prospective Student-Athlete? 
 An individual associated with a prospect (IAWP) is 

any person who maintains (or directs others to 
maintain) contact with the prospect, the prospect’s 
relatives or legal guardians or coaches at any point 
during the prospect’s participation in basketball or 
football, and whose contact is directly or indirectly 
related to either the prospect’s athletics skills and 
abilities or the prospect’s recruitment by or enrollment 
in an NCAA institution.



INDIVIDUAL ASSOCIATED WITH 
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETE CONT.
 The definition of an IAWP, includes, but is not 

limited to, parents, legal guardians, handlers, 
personal trainers and coaches.

 An individual who meets this definition retains such 
status during the enrollment of the prospect at the 
institution. 

 IAWP legislation is applicable in basketball and 
football



INDIVIDUAL ASSOCIATED WITH 
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETE CONT.
 How it applies in Men’s Basketball & Football
 During a two-year period before a prospect’s anticipated 

enrollment and a two-year period after the prospect’s 
actual enrollment, an institution shall not employ (or enter 
into a contract for future employment with) an individual 
associated with the prospective student-athlete in any 
athletics department non-coaching staff position or in a 
strength and conditioning staff position.

 A violation would occur if we hire an IAWP into a non-
coaching staff position during the time noted above.

 Ultimately prospect would be deemed permanently  
ineligible for competition at institution



INDIVIDUAL ASSOCIATED WITH 
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETE CONT.
 How it applies in Women’ Basketball
 During a two-year period before a recruited prospect’s 

anticipated enrollment and a two-year period after the 
recruited prospect’s actual enrollment, an institution shall 
not employ (or enter into a contract for future employment 
with) an individual associated with the recruited
prospective student-athlete in any athletics department 
non-coaching staff position or in a strength and 
conditioning staff position.

 Actions that cause prospect to become recruited:
1. Providing prospect with an official visit;
2. Having an arranged, in-person, off-campus encounter with 

prospect or their parents or legal guardians;
3. Issuing an NLI or written offer of athletics aid to prospect



INDIVIDUAL ASSOCIATED WITH 
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETE CONT.
 This restriction applies to any non-coaching staff 

position (e.g., marketing, facilities, game 
management)

 Compliance Office will need to review all potential 
athletics department hires prior to issuing offer.
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TIME MANAGEMENT PLAN DEVELOPMENT

CARA-
Definition refers to any required activity with 
an athletics purpose; such as: 

Practice; 

Weight training & conditioning;  

Competition; 

Film review;

Skill instruction



TIME MANAGEMENT PLAN DEVELOPMENT

RARA-
Any activity, including CARA, that is required as a 
student-athlete; such as: 
Compliance meetings; 
 Promotional activities; 
 Student hosting;
Recruiting activities;
 Fundraising;
Community service;
 Team travel; 
Media activities;
 Team building.



TIME MANAGEMENT PLAN DEVELOPMENT

What is the requirement?
 Each institution is in-charge of developing a time 

management plan for each sponsored sport.
 At a minimum, the time management plan must 

include policies to ensure that:
a) Student-athletes are provided adequate notice of 

all CARA and RARA.
b) Schedules for all CARA and RARA are developed 

through a collaborative process involving student-
athletes, coaches and senior athletics department 
staff members.

c) Student-athletes are provided adequate notice of 
changes to a previously established schedule for 
CARA and RARA. 



TIME MANAGEMENT PLAN LEGISLATION

Time Management Legislation
A. Daily 8 continuous hours off between 9pm 

and 6 am.
B. Weekly 1 day off pre- and in-season; 2 days 

off out-of-season

C. 21 day flex plan
 7 consecutive days after last contest in championship 

segment

 14 additional days off throughout the academic year 
when classes are in session



PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES



PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES
 Use of a student-athlete’s name, picture or 

appearance is permissible only by certain 
entities:
 LSU, SEC, NCAA
 Charitable organization
 Educational organization
 Non-profit organization

 No endorsement of products; can’t miss class

 Must receive prior approval from Compliance (Taylor)



INSTITUTIONAL PROMOTIONS



INSTITUTIONAL PROMOTIONS

 In order to use a prospective student-
athlete in a promotional campaign he or 
she must:
 Have signed a National Letter of Intent or financial aid 

agreement with LSU and;

 Grant LSU permission to use their name, image or 
likeness 



PROMOTIONS INVOLVING COMMERICAL 
ENTITIES



PROMOTIONS INVOLVING COMMERICAL 
ENTITIES
 A student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness may be 

used to promote the fundraising activities of a 
permissible entity at the location of a commercial 
establishment provided:
 The commercial establishment is not a co-sponsor of the 

event; and
 The student-athlete does not promote the sale of a 

commercial product

 The commercial entity may not:
 Advertise the student-athlete’s presence; or
 Promote the event



BILLBOARDS



BILLBOARDS

 A commercial entity’s officially registered 
trademark or logo may appear on a billboard as 
part of a permissible activity that includes the 
name or picture of a student-athlete



BILLBOARDS CONT.

 Once a prospective student-athlete signs a 
National Letter of Intent or written offer or 
athletics aid, he or she may appear on a billboard
 Such billboards may NOT include any commercial entity



USE OF SLOGANS WITH A 
TRADEMARK/LOGO



USE OF SLOGANS WITH A TRADEMARK/LOGO

 A commercial sponsor’s slogan may be used in 
conjunction with an institutional promotion when 
the slogan is part of the commercial sponsor’s 
officially registered trademark



SCHEDULE CARDS



SCHEDULE CARDS
 On the same side as the name or picture of a student-

athlete:
 Commercial entity’s name, trademark or logo ONLY

 On the opposite side as the name or picture of a 
student-athlete:
 May include language other than the commercial entity’s name, 

trademark or logo



PROMOTIONAL ITEMS



PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

 Each commercial entity is restricted to one regular 
trademark OR logo on an item that bears a student-
athlete’s name, picture or likeness

No Nike swoosh,
sneaker logo only

No sneaker logo,
Nike swoosh only

Both Nike swoosh 
and sneaker logo

Permissible Permissible Impermissible



RECRUITING MATERIALS



RECRUITING MATERIALS

 Permissible dates to provide recruiting 
materials to prospects:
 Sports other than men’s basketball- September 1st of junior 

year in high school

 Men’s basketball- June 15th following sophomore year in 
high school



RECRUITING MATERIALS CONT.

 Recruiting Materials are limited to:
 General Correspondence- no restrictions on design or 

content; however, pages may not exceed 8.5 by 11 inches 
when opened in full and envelope may not exceed 9 by 12;

 Camp and Clinic Information- can be provided at anytime;

 Questionnaires- can be provided at anytime;

 Non-Athletics Institutional Publications (e.g., admissions 
brochure)- can be provided at anytime; and

 Educational Materials published by the NCAA (e.g., initial 
eligibility guide)- can be provided at anytime



RECRUITING MATERIALS CONT.

 Other Recruiting Materials
 General information (i.e., not created for recruiting 

purposes) that is posted to website (e.g., press release, 
competition schedule) may be sent to prospect through 
electronic correspondence OR may be provided to prospect 
during permissible on/off-campus contact.



GEO-MARKETING TOOLS



GEO-MARKETING TOOLS
 It is permissible for an institution or its athletics 

department to use geo-marketing tools, provided:
I. The content of the advertisement consists only of 

general information related to the institution or its 
athletics department that is not created for a recruiting 
purpose (e.g., Heisman recognition campaign, team 
scores or recognition of student-athlete achievement); 

II. The intended recipients of the advertisement are not 
limited to prospects or groups that primarily include 
prospects; and

III. The advertisement is not placed in an area or location 
limited to prospects or groups that primarily include 
prospects (e.g., high school, high school all-star 
competition, a prospect’s home or on-campus official 
visit/junior day, camp, clinic, etc.)



PUBLICITY AFTER COMMITMENT



PUBLICITY AFTER COMMITMENT

 There are no restrictions on publicity related to 
a prospect once he/she signs a National Letter 
of Intent (NLI), written offer of aid or provides 
the institution a security deposit.
 Media still may not be present during any recruiting contact with 

prospect even after signing NLI or writer offer or aid or providing the 
institution a security deposit. 

 Compliance Office will send notification when such publicity is 
permissible



CAMP/CLINIC ADVERTISEMENTS & 
PROMOTIONS



CAMP/CLINIC ADVERTISEMENTS & 
PROMOTIONS
 All institutional camp/clinic and/or promotional 

material (e.g., camp brochure, website article, 
newspaper or magazine ad) must include that the 
camp is open to any and all entrants limited only by:
 Age;

 Number;

 Grade level; and/or

 Gender

 Student-athletes employed at the institutional camp 
MAY only appear in the camp counselor section of 
camp brochure.



SALE OF STUDENT-ATHLETE PHOTOGRAPHS



SALE OF STUDENT-ATHLETE PHOTOGRAPHS

 LSU may sell a photograph of a student-athlete 
engaged in practice or competition
 May NOT be included with or as part of a commercial item (e.g., T-

shirt, autographed photograph, coffee mug, etc.)

 LSU may NOT sell a photograph of a student-athlete 
in any other setting
 Photo shoot

 Media day

 LSU may provide a photograph to the parents of a 
student-athlete who has exhausted their athletics 
eligibility on a flash drive/email



EXTRA BENEFITS



EXTRA BENEFITS
 A student-athlete (or his/her friends or relatives) may not

receive any benefit and/or arrangement that is not also 
available to the general student body

 Impermissible benefits include:
 Meals (Occasional meals are permissible, provided they are 

approved by compliance)
 Transportation
 Gift certificates
 Use of an automobile (or reduced purchase price at a dealership)
 Lodging
 Discounts at stores (e.g., clothing, tattoos, etc.)



INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY



INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

 If a student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness is used 
for impermissible commercial purposes, LSU “is 
required to take steps to stop such an activity in order 
to retain the student-athlete’s athletics eligibility”



AUTOGRAPHS



AUTOGRAPHS

 Do not facilitate autograph signing for individuals 
outside of the athletics department

 Individuals interested in autographs should attend 
Fan Days or purchase through lsu.sports.net 

 Ask for personal items to be personalized



GAMBLING ON NCAA-SPONSORED SPORTS



GAMBLING ON NCAA-SPONSORED SPORTS
 Staff members are prohibited from gambling or 

wagering on any sport that the NCAA sponsors
 Professional and amateur equivalents (e.g., NFL, PGA, high school, 

little league, etc.)
 Fantasy leagues for money or prizes

 Do not provide performance-related or medical 
information on student-athletes to anyone

 Gambling can result in an employee’s termination



UNETHICAL CONDUCT



UNETHICAL CONDUCT

 NCAA Bylaw 10.1

 Failure to provide complete 
and accurate information to 
LSU, SEC or the NCAA

 Knowingly providing extra 
benefits

 Academic misconduct

 TELL THE TRUTH



COMPLIANCE WEBSITE



COMPLIANCE WEBSITE
 A resource of LSU, SEC and NCAA rules and regulations

 Give us a visit at compliance.lsu.edu 



QUESTIONS?


